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Some extra Fine Print 

Wedutah.com applies specific Privacy Policy and Terms of Service to all its digital platforms. When advertising, commenting, sending an email over the website or similar, you consent to all that apply 
in the Privacy Policy and Terms of Service statements and usage details of the website. Wed Utah is a trademark  business doing business in the state of Utah 

Connecting Utah Brides and Grooms to the wedding professionals is a service mark , addressing the service we provide in the State of Utah Survey responses, advertising rates, marketing materials 
and verbiage, are  all the diligent research and work we put into this before we launched Wed Utah, we appreciate you not copying the information  into your marketing material, social media feeds, 
websites or anything similar without expressed written consent and credit to the Wed Utah team. Wed Utah is a DBA of Muyly Miller Company LLC. Registered April 28th, 2016 in the State of Utah. 
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Real Weddings 

Publisher’s Note 



WHO WE 

ARE 

HOW WE’RE 

DIFFERENT 

OUR 

GROWTH 

Wed Utah is a platform of inspiration and wedding 

tips for Utah planning couples. We love our wedding 

community so much that we want to share your 

work!  Our message is “connecting Brides and 

Grooms to the Wedding Professionals’ Their inspira-

tions come from many places, and we want to rein-

force your presence with our mobile connections and 

adaptability. 

We are separating ourselves from the advertising 

giants to build an advertising model that you can 

fit into your annual marketing budget. It works 

for everyone from new kid on the block to sea-

soned professional. The founders are based here 

in Utah, a career in wedding and event planning 

and extensive knowledge about the wedding in-

dustry. 

Building momentum as Utah’s top resource for 

wedding related features and posts. Our goal is 

to connect Utah Brides and Grooms with the pro-

fessionals they really want. Started  April 3rd, 

2016,  we have seen a consistent following every 

week, as they increase, so will advertising rates! 

1300+ Website visitors, large Instagram Follow-

ing and continuing to see more every single day! 



AUDIENCE  

MOBILE 

In our own independent surveys, we gathered the fol-

lowing information below– our highest participation 

rate capped at almost 70 Brides. If this isn ’t telling 

enough, we don ’t know what is! And because we lead 

this survey* on our own, we can share this to our 

best advertisers! 

 

2407 page views,  947 unique visitors since May 31st 

and growing 

Instagram Power– Approx. 1200 followers to date 

 

Solely digital, this will be designed on a digital magazine 

platform and distributed through our Web. IOS applica-

tion downloadable for every reader. Our magazine is laid 

out similar to a print magazine would be, and then we 

create a unique digital replica. Ads will be submitted like 

a print issue, but available as a web viewer, PDF, and 

applications on IOS. 

  

At what age will you be when you get married? 50%  ages 18-23, 30% 24-28 

Which time frame best fits the date of your 

Wedding Day? (polled in January) 
50 % 2-5 months, 30% 6-9 months 

What is or has been your preferred method to 

search for Wedding Vendors? 

10% search engine, 50% social media, 20% 

wedding expos 

How many vendors did you choose to contact 

based upon your search results? 
40% 1-3, 40% 4-7, 20% all of them 

How did you contact your vendors? 
60% email, 20% phone call, 20% Facebook 

messenger 

What is your preferred response time from 

those vendors you contacted? 

20% within 8 hrs., 40% within 1 day, 40% up 

to 3 days 

If all of the vendors could respond in the time 

frame you chose above, what is your preferred 

method of communicating with them to get your 

answers you need, such as pricing,  and the 

likelihood to hire them? 

77.78% email, 22.22 % text message 



READERSHIP. 

Based on our organic Instagram following, no weird tactics to lead people to follow us 

for no reason, we estimate our digital magazine readership will be 70-100 views per 

week, about 1200 sets of eyeballs per quarter , and growing every single day! 

 

From our survey, our average reader will be 18-23 years old 

Average Wedding Cost in Utah $15,257 

2014 XO Group Report 

 

25,067 Weddings Annually in Utah 

2015 The Wedding Report 

As the economy recovers, industry professionals are seeing more money being spent in 

event planning, from corporate to bridal in-state. Thumbtack’s annual wedding trend re-

port claims that couples are spending more on extras in 2016, from engagement photos 

to having photo booths and live music at weddings, as well as personalizing elements of 

their wedding and paying more for bold colors. Beloved, oft-seen DIY elements from 2008

-2015, such as simple flowers in mason jars, are going out of style.  -Utah Business magazine, 

6/16/16 

DISTRIBUTION. 

Solely digital, this will be designed on a digital magazine platform and distributed 

through our Web. IOS application downloadable for every reader.  

 

INFLUENCERS. 

By way of social media, we help each other as our own Wed Utah network in becoming 

influencers of each others brands and message. 

 

GROWING STEADILY. 

We have seen a steady amount of growth in followers on our Instagram. Why did we 

choose just Instagram? Weddings are a visually appealing industry and we post only 

those that can gain us more followers and interaction. Nearing1400 IG followers since 

our conception in April. This steady growth has made it manageable for us to configure 

the magazine to maintain the current audience and gain new followers.  

 

OUR LAYOUT. 

Our magazine is laid out similar to a print magazine would be, and then we create a 

unique digital replica. Ads will be submitted like a print issue, but available as a web 

viewer, PDF, and applications on IOS. 

 

FLEXIBILTY. 

Change your ad image anytime for only $25. This will help you keep your content fresh 

among readers. We can add a direct link to your website, your email, your social media 

content, or blog! 



RATE CARD 
non bleed dimensions, priced per quarterly issue , not to scale as shown 

Description Here and photo 

space above 

 

$85 

3.70”x 9.875”  

1/3 LISTING + 

Company name and 

Specialty, Name, address 

Phone , Link to web or  one 

Social Platform 

$30 

LISTING 

Image Only  

$75 

3.55”x4.85” no bleed 

QUARTER PAGE IMAGE 

Ads are sized in inches for simplicity in design 

Full Page................................................. 7.4” x 10”  $105 

Half Page, horizontal...........................7.4” x 4.875” $85 

Two Page Spread + $90 

Inside FC +$15 

Inside BC +$15 

Full Bleed +$10 

Accepted File Types for Images: .jpg, .png, .pdf with 

300+ dpi 



PRODUCT PLACEMENT 

Product image with 

price and website/social 

media link—$100 

Only one product per 

Quarterly Issue. 

4x Run $315 

Blushing Bride Must 

Haves 

 

Wed Utah Section 

BRANDS WE LOVE! 

Touch Up Pal-

ette 

Cosmetics Inc.  

$35 

Clutch 

Cosmetics Inc.  

$35 

Dress Tape 

Cosmetics Inc.  

$35 

Don’t be  
caught scrambling to  

fix the unexpected, 
cause we all know that 
anything can happen. 

 
Be ready on your big day 

with these 
 WedUtah Faves! 

Wed Utah Beauty Finds 

Wed Utah Healthy Musts 

Wed Utah Accessories 

Wed Utah Details 

UNIQUE  

ADVERTISING 



RESERVE YOUR SPACE ONLINE, CLICK 

HERE!  

EMAIL@WEDUTAH.COM 

Photography by Amanda Hendrickson, Florals by Native Flower Company 

https://wedutah.com/space-reservation/
https://wedutah.com/space-reservation/
mailto:email@wedutah.com

